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outside themselves. Everything that works from the un-
conscious appears projected on others. These others are
not wholly guiltless, to be sure, for even the worst projection
is at least hung on a hook, perhaps a very small one, but still
a hook offered by the other person.
Although our inheritance consists in physiological paths,
still it was 'mental processes in our ancestors that created
the paths. If these traces come to consciousness again
in the individual, they can do so only in the form of
mental processes; and if these processes can become conscious
only through individual experience and thus appear as
individual acquisitions, they are none the less pre-existing
traces, which are merely ' filled-out' by the individual
experience. Every ' impressive * experience is such an
impression, in an ancient but previously unconscious
stream-bed.
The pre-existing paths are hard facts, as indisputable as
the historical fact of man having built a city out of his original
dwelling-cave. This development was possible only through
community culture, and the latter was possible only through
the restriction of instinct. The curbing of instinct is main-
tained through mental processes with the same force and with
the same results in the individual as in the history of peoples.
The controlling of instinct is a normative or, more accurately,
a nomothetical process; and its power comes from the
unconscious fact of inherited disposition, the deposits of the
mental processes of the ancestors. The mind, as the
effective principle in the inheritance, is made up from
the sum of the ancestral minds, the unseen fathers,1
whose authority is born with the child.
The philosophical concept of spirit2 ha^ never yet been
able to free itself as a term from the overpowering bond qf
1 Soderblom, Das Werden des Gottesglaubens, pp. 88 ff. and 175 ff.
a Up to this point the German word ' Geist' has been consistently
translated as ' mind ', similarly ' geistig * as ' mental'; this rendering
being manifestly nearer the author's meaning than ' spirit', but here
the sense demands the original meaning. [Translator.]

